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Logistics

First week of August at 
Hartnell Community 

College in Salinas 

Course: a 6-day course on 
cosmology and galaxy 
evolution.  An inquiry 

involving course material 
gives students research 

experience and confidence 
in their scientific abilities.

Students:  Mostly first and 
second year Hartnell 

students, with a few local 
highschoolers--typically 15 

altogether 



Course Goals
Attitude-based

• Foster a sense of community
• Get students to see themselves 

engaging successfully in research
• Build students’ confidence in their 

scientific and problem solving 
abilities

Skills-based
• Generating scientific questions

– Give students practice using 
research skills

• Transforming observations into data 
• Developing explanations from evidence



Content Goals
–Cosmology-related topics
• Big Bang theory
• Expanding Universe
• Galaxy formation
• Fate of the Universe

 
–Data that supports theories
• Relative elemental abundances
• Hubble’s law
• COBE/WMAP temp fluctuations
• Supernovae data

 
–Content related to research 

projects
–New this year:  more emphasis 

on engineering:  hope to 
develop and AO/
instrumentation inquiry

– Some emphasis (a lecture?) on 
project management



Inquiry Activities
Question-generating activity
– Present unfamiliar image, 

have students write down 
questions about it

“Research project”
– Present data, have students 

generate questions
• Galaxy morphologies
• Rotation curves
• AGN
• New Adaptive Optics/

instrumentation inquiry?



– Students work in groups of 
2-3 with “adviser” on 
question that interests them

– Report results in poster 
presentation, written 
abstract



College/Career Counseling
• “College Brick Road”
– Discuss education paths
– Students write “life proposals”

• Career talks
– Instructors discuss their career 

paths
• Engineering applications
• Computing applications
• Personal decisions (family, 

monetary, etc.)

• Transfer day
– Students meet with transfer 

counselor at UCSC



Roles for Co-instructors

• Revise, teach research project 
inquiry
– Review current stations, any 

changes?
–Help develop a more engineer-y 

inquiry
–Develop lectures/activities outside 

of main inquiry, especially  relating 
to instrumentation

• Career talks



Why you should participate

• It’s really fun!  The students are bright and 
motivated

• It’s an opportunity to develop your teaching 
skills


